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Scrambling – ascending rock that is not usually difficult or steep enough to
warrant the term ‘rock climbing’ - is a way of enjoying the freedom of rough
mountain country of the Lake District.

This guide covers Wasdale, Ennerdale and Buttermere, Borrowdale,
Thirlmere, Patterdale, Mardale and Swindale.

• 90 scramble routes graded 1 to 3s
• Advice on scrambling safely and with confidence
• Overview maps and sketch diagrams of the crags and routes
• Introductions to each area, indicating the type of rock and any
recommendations
• Information on the approach, character, grade and routes

Key marketing points
• The original scrambling guides to the Lake District, continually reprinted

for 20 years, now fully updated
• Merges ?Scrambles? and ?More Scrambles? into two definitive guides, for

southern and northern routes
• One of Britain?s most popular early scrambling guides, by one of Britain?s

best-known climbers ? and it is still going strong.

About the author
Brian Evans, one of the UK's leading climbers in the 1960s and 70s, has
brought his wealth of mountain experience to this guide. Brian is a member
of the Outdoor Writers' Guild and was a founder of Cicerone Press.

Related books
9781852844431 - Scrambles in the Lake District - South
9781852845162 - Great Mountain Days in the Lake District
9781852847166 - Lake District Winter Climbs
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